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By Attorney Doug Marcello, Marcello
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& Kivisto, LLC

Our recent achievement of a defense verdict in the face
of Plaintiff's requesr for a $5.9 million award was the
product of numerous components. A supportive client,
a rational

r,ç.1

,il

and successful subpoenaing of MySpace

records were vital in defending against the plaintiff's

claims of reflex sympathetic dystrophy (RSD) and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that were supported with
testimony from nine medical or psychological experts.
Among the most important elements of our defense,

tion for his workers' compensation carrier. Plaintiff

also

argued that his workers' comp and social securiry disability
awards for these conditions supported his

claim. Plaintiff
sought damages for claims of permanent injury for the
balance of his life from rhe date he stopped working at age
33. This included lost wages of $1.2 million, medical bills
of almost .$100,000, future medical bills of $1.2 million,
as well as pain, suffering, and loss of lifeì enjoyment.

however, was the cooperation and assistance of two other

\Øe countered and were pleased with the response from

motor carriers. Their willingness ro work with us within
the restrictions of discovery and privacy was important in

the trucking industry. Our position was that Plaintiff did
not suffer any psychological injury and that his physical

achieving the defense verdict.

condition was a product of symptom magnification. In
support of these positions, we presenred the testimony of

The Plaintiff,, a commercial drive¡ claimed rhat he was
side-swiped by the Defendant driver and injured his
shoulder as a resulr. He claimed that while he continued

psychiatrist and an orthopedic surgeon who performed
independent examinations of the Plaintif[

to work for seven monrhs, he did so despite his physical
and mental injuries. He ultimately stopped working,

were RSD, complex regional pain syndrome, PTSD,

with evidence rhar the plaintiff
continued to work for three months as a commercial driver for the company that employed him at the time of the
accident. He then left for a job with another carrier for
whom he drove for four monrhs before leaving due his

anxiery and depression.

claimed disabiliry.

Plaintiff presented numerous medical wirnesses in support
of his claims, including rwo primary care physicians, ân
orthopedic surgeon> rwo pain doctors, a pain trearment

\Øe presented testimony from his employer at the dme of
the accident as well as the safery director of the company

claiming that he was unable ro conrinue working and was
permanently disabled due to his conditions which he said

a

\Øe supported our position

nurse, a psychiatrist, a social worker, as well as the report

for whom he subsequently worked. Both testified as to
the lack of complaints, limitations or reducion in driving

of a psychologist who performed an independenr examina-

during the period between the accident and Plaintiff's
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leaving employment. In fact, Plaintiff underwent a
DOT physical after the accident (but before leaving

his first employer) and another DOT physical upon

application to the second comPany.
\Øe presented the testimony of the two nurse Practi-

tioners who performed the DOT examinations. The
nurse practitioners both testified that they did receive

history of his injury and the accident but found no
sign of the claimed shoulder injury upon their
a

respective physical examinations.

Our success illustrates the benefits of company cooperation. In an era when trucks are viewed as 18-wheel
ATMs, our collective good is promoted by the cooperation of our community. This still requires compliance
with the privacy protections of the effected
individuals, including HIPPA mandates, drug and
alcohol confidentialiry and other restrictions upon the
'$?'e
do not ask
dissemination of personal information.

for the coloring of testimon¡ just the facts that
demonstrate the rightness of our defense' However'
upon obtaining the required releases, other companies'
responsiveness and cooperation can be invaluable in
assisting a fellow carrier against false claims to which

those other companies may find themselves defending
against

in the future. That was the situation in our

recent câse.

The fact that the subsequent safety director was willing
to travel from Jacksonville, Florida, in earlyJanuary to
testify in \Øatertown, New York, is indicative at so
many levels of the spirit that drove the sLlccess of the
case and is needed

in the continuing protection of the

industry. It is the continuâtion and growth of this
cooperadon that will serve our industry well against
the ongoing tide of litigation.
For further information, please contact Douglas B.

Marcello at (7I7) 240'4686.
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ATA Safety Awards
Nothing says, "You're the Best" in the
trucking industry than an award from
the industry's champion, American
Trucking Associations.
Drivers call 20 years later, still proud
to have received a Pin, Patch, Plaque,
belt buckle, watch and/or ring. For
some, it is the highlight of their
careers.
Want to motivate Your drivers and
workers to be the safest, most professional in the industry? lt's simple.
Present them with one or all of the
available ATA award products. lt will
mean a lifetime of self-esteem and
appreciat¡on.

Handsome gifts sets available.

calltolljree
866-821-3468
or to learn more to to:

To order,

www.atabusinesssol utions.com

